


The first three AYAAH of this surah talk about the 

greatness and the truth of the 

QUESTION 01

AYAAH 01-03

Inevitable 
Reality

Holy Qur’an
Rewards and
Punishments

Messengers of
Allah (SwT)

A B C D



A B C D

The word, Haqqah, comes from the root, ‘Haqq’.  What 

does it mean in the context of this surah? 

QUESTION 02

AYAH 01

VerilyTruth UnavoidableDefinitive



A B C D

The expression ‘what an Inevitable Day it is!’ lays 

emphasis on the Greatness of the Events that

QUESTION 03

AYAH 02

Occurred during 
Prophet’s (S) life 

in Makkah

Befell during the 
life of Ulul Azm 

Prophets (A)

Detail the Divine 
Wrath on the 

people of ‘Ad and 
Thamud

Are to happen on 
the Day of 

Resurrection



A B C D

QUESTION 04The root word for Qaariyah is Qar. What is the literal

meaning of ‘Qar’?

AYAH 04

To pressTo burn To hammerTo squeeze



A B C D

Although the torment and chastisement for each of these 

have been described with a different term, the common 

theme is that all forms of Wrath 

QUESTION 05

AYAAH 05-10

Were
incontrollable

Were sent at night
Did not last for 
more than a day

Started on Fridays



A B C D

All of the below terms are used throughout the Holy 

Qur’an for Allah’s Wrath that was sent to the People of 

Thamud.  Which of the following is used in this surah?

QUESTION 06

AYAH 05

Sa’iqaRajfa SayhaTaghiya



A B C D

The People of ‘Ad were chastised with wild wind, ‘Sarsar’. 

Which of the following is not one of its characteristics?

QUESTION 07

AYAH 06

HarshCold IntermittentVenomous



A B C D

QUESTION 08

AYAH 07

7 Days and
8 Nights

7 Nights and
8 Days

8 Days and
8 Nights

7 Days and 
7 Nights

For how long was the raging gale imposed on the 

People of ‘Ad? 



A B C D

QUESTION 09

AYAH 09

The people of 
Prophet Lut (A)

The people of
Prophet Nuh (A)

The people of
Prophet Isa (A)

The people of
Prophet Saleh (A)

Who are being referred to with the phrase, ‘the 

inhabitants of the shattered cities’?



A B D

QUESTION 10

AYAH 11

Heavy Rain for
40 Days and

40 Nights

Melting
Glaciers

Broken
Dams

Fountains and
Streams on the

earth

Recalling the fate of the People of Nuh (A), the ayah 

mentions, ‘When the water rose beyond its limits’.  

What was the source of the water? 

Pick all that apply

C



A B C D

QUESTION 11

AYAH 12

Listening to 
the Truth

Take a heed
Preserving 
in the heart

Consign to the
oblivion

Which of the following does not signify the term, ‘Ears’ in 

this ayah? 



A B C D

QUESTION 12

AYAH 17

Sahibaan-e-
Arsh

Hamalatul
Arsh

Malayekul
Arsh

Ashabul
Arsh

Those who will carry the Throne of Allah (SwT) on the Day 

of Resurrection are called



A B C D

QUESTION 13

AYAAH 19-20

Surely, I did
believe

Here, read me 
record!

I shall meet
my account

I was certain to 
be blessed with

a life of bliss

Which of the following will not be a statement by the 

person who will be given the account of his deeds in his 

right hand? 



A B C D

QUESTION 14

AYAAH 25-29

Had never known 
his account

The worldly death 
would have been 

an end

Had been able to 
avail his wealth 
and authority

Given a chance 
to atone

Which of the following will not be one of the wishes of the 

person who is handed his book of deeds in his left hand? 



A B C D

QUESTION 15

AYAAH 30-32

Cast him in fireFetter him
Fill his ears 

with molten brass

Fasten him with a 
70-cubit long

chain

Once the person described in ayaah 25-29 is seized, the 

angels will be commanded to carry out the next steps.  

Identify the one not among those. 

Note:  A cubit is from the fingertip to the elbow.  
Please note that ‘70’ is often used to describe
‘plenty’.



A B C

QUESTION 16

AYAAH 33-34

Usurped orphans’ 
property

Ignored the 
message of Allah’s 

prophets (A)

Did not propagate 
feeding poor

Dishonesty 
in trade

What two specific sins are mentioned for the people who 

will be shackled and thrown in the blazing fire?

Pick all that apply

D



A B C D

QUESTION 17

AYAH 37

Intentionally
disobeys

Will be forgiven
Is adamant about 

following his 
ancestors

Has been warned 
repeatedly

"None will eat puss and blood except the Khati’oon". 

The word khati’oon [ اْلَخـِطئُون ] refers to the one who 



A B C D

QUESTION 18

AYAAH 38-39

The visible signs in 
the near heaven

Outward and
inward bounties

His (AwJ) 
Lordship

The recipients of 
Allah’s Wrath

Allah (AwJ) is refuting the claim of the polytheists of 

Makkah by swearing oaths on?



A B C

QUESTION 19

AYAAH 41-42

Work of poetry

Product of 
plagiarism from 

previous 
scriptures

A speech of a 
fortuneteller

Compiled from the 
work of the great 

Arab poets

After swearing the oaths in the previous two ayaah, Allah 

(AwJ) is categorically denying the propaganda of 

Prophet’s (S) opponents about Qur’an being..

Pick all that apply

D



A B C D

QUESTION 20

AYAAH 44-47

Convey that 
Prophet (S) has 

the liberty to 
make minor 
modification

Clarify that 
Prophet (S) does 
not invent rather 

simplifies the 
revelation

None of these
Prove that Qur’an 

is a Divine 
Revelation

What is the purpose of the ayaah about treatment of the 

Holy Prophet (S) in case of a false ascription? 



A C D

QUESTION 21

AYAH 48

They seek truth

Because they are 
prepared to be 

absolved of their 
sins

They fear the 
consequence in 

the form of social 
isolation

They are afraid of 
torture by 

disbelievers

Why is Qur’an a reminder for the God fearing? 

Pick all that apply

B



A B C D

QUESTION 22

AYAH 49

TruthfulnessAuthenticity All of theseCertitude

Just because some implacable deny the message of Holy 

Qur’an, their dissent will never affect Qur’an’s



A B C D

QUESTION 23

AYAH 49

Reject itDeny it All of theseGive the lie to it

While the Holy Qur’an is certainly a good counsel for the

God fearing who strive to absolve themselves of sins and

tread the path of Truth, the obstinate will



A B C D

QUESTION 24

AYAH 50

Those who
misled them

The believers AngelsNeedy and Poor

On the day of judgment, the disbelievers will bite their 

hands in rage, when they will compare their disgrace with 

the exalted position of



A B C D

QUESTION 25

AYAH 51

Haqqul YaqeenUmmul Yaqeen Ainul YaqeenIlmul Yaqeen

In ayah 51, Qur’an has been termed as




